BM@M Street Festival
Plena group Kinto Zonó performs live at WHEDco’s BM@M
Student performance at WHEDco’s BM@M
Interactive arts and cultural programming at WHEDco’s BM@M
Children enjoy family-friendly games at WHEDco’s BM@M
Bringing community organizations from inside to out in the street!
BX Marks the Spot encourages community members to identify places they engage in cultural activity in Morrisania
Staff came out and joined us from the City’s Comptroller Office.
Boys on stage enjoying the music and dancing.
Hip-hop group, Keep Rising to the Top, performing for the kids.
Hip Hop Duo Circa 95 and neighborhood kids host an urban music showcase.
Bharati Kemraj, from Bharati Kemraj Dance Academy showing kids some of her Bollywood dance dance moves.
Girl gets her face painted at a tent.